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ILION ON DEMAND SMS PLATFORM

Platform for distribution information via SMS

ILION ODSP, provides information "en route" to executives and managers who need access to specific data on the go. In an easy
way, through a simple SMS, questioning the platform from your phone it responds to it with the requested information.

Information via SMS

Secure, personalized and with the best operating cost

ILION ODSP, is completely safe since it allows you determine which numbers can interact with the system and with what limits set
on each. Also allows you to activate the answering possibility, or sender customization.
Best of all is its low cost, as it does not rely on the premium SMS system we're used to, everything is based on
simple SMS's from the ILION On Demand platform, making minimal the cost per sent message from the platform and no cost
for received messages.

COMPANY STORE_CODE Indicates the reported store sales up to that instant with a breakdown by business lines.

COMPANY T With no more parameters. We are sent the total sales, in EUR at the instant reported 
by stores. Data will be presented broken down by brand and business lines.

X Where X is a digit representing the brand. Data of the indicated brand will be sent 
shown broken down by business lines.

COMPANY A FIELD NAME The system will provide, in Euros, the sales data of the areas that meet the filter set 
<field name>. If the field name is left blank the system will send data from all areas 
broken down by business lines.

COMPANY P PROVINCE Will send sales, without break down and in Euros, of the shops located in the 
indicated province.

COMPANY M RZ If an authorized area manager sends this message the system will email the control 
panel with data from stores.

RZ <idhr><mail> Designed for executives, will send to the indicated address in the control panel of 
the indicated area manager.
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